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PROGRAM

THAT ONE GUY AND THOSE OTHER PEOPLE
Tom Collier, Advisor

1. Remarks
2. The Hardbop Grandpop
3. Funk in Deep Freeze
4. Needs Salt
5. Farmer's Market

HORACE SILVER
HANK MOBLEY
NOAH SCHRAMM
ART FARMER

ADAM SHIMABUKURO, GUITAR
JACKSON MINDT, BASS
DANIEL SALKA, PIANO

NOAH SCHRAMM, TENOR SAX
RYAN NARBY, TROMBONE
TAI TAITANO, DRUMS

POOR STUDENTS
Ted Poor, Advisor

Program to be selected from original compositions

CD1 #171215

THE CARNNS / BUTLER / GEBHART TRIO

1. Remarks
2. I'll Be Seeing You
3. Misterioso
4. Subconscious-Lee
5. Social Unconsciousness
6. Blue in Green
7. A Blues

SAMMY FAIN & IRVING KAHAL
THELONIOUS MONK
LEE KONITZ
BILL MCHENRY
MILES DAVIS
BILL MCHENRY

GUS CARNNS, PIANO / DUNE BUTLER, BASS / MICHAEL GEBHART, DRUMS

* ADRIAN NOTEBOOM, TENOR SAX
Poor Students

6 - Remarks
7 - Bebaskan by Gregg Belisle-Chi (4:37)
8 - Analema by Adrian Noteboom (5:38)
9 - Mark Rothberg by Eric Vanderbilt-Mathews (5:06)
10 - Channel J by William Mapp (4:43)
11 - Untitled by Anthony Macintosh (4:42)
12 - Nossum by Eric Vanderbilt-Mathews (7:51)